Junctioning of lateral and anterior fields in head and neck cancer: a dosimetric assessment of the monoisocentric technique (including reproducibility).
The matching or junctioning of two lateral fields with an anterior field is commonly performed in the treatment of head and neck cancer. A monoisocentric technique utilising asymmetric collimation is potentially associated with improved dosimetry in the plane of the junction due to decreased reliance on operator skill and the avoidance of couch movement. The aim of this study was not only to assess the average dose delivered in the plane of the junction, but also the reproducibility of this dose for the monoisocentric technique and two other commonly used techniques. An anthropomorphic head and neck wax phantom was fashioned to allow the placement of 22 TLD chips in a 2-mm thick transverse plane positioned superior to the potential site of the larynx. Three different treatment techniques were used with the phantom being treated by four different operators a minimum of 20 times for each technique: (1) "straight fields"--using isocentric laterals with an anterior field junctioned in the midline. This technique makes no allowance for divergence; (2) "angled fields"--couch and gantry rotation are used to account for divergence; (3) "monoisocentric"--using asymmetric collimators to create a single isocenter. For an applied dose of 1 Gy the monoisocentric technique produced a mean dose measured of 1.01 Gy compared with 1.23 and 0.92 Gy for techniques 1 and 2. The reproducibility of the mean dose measured was better for the monoisocentric technique by a factor of 2. The superior reproducibility of the monoisocentric technique was not found to be operator dependent. A monoisocentric technique for the treatment of two laterals and an anterior field in head and neck cancer is likely to be associated with more accurate and reproducible dosimetry in the plane of the junction. Our center has subsequently adopted this technique for matching such fields.